
Mechanic: Resurrection is the latest Ameri-
can action thriller film to hit the screens 
in Colombo. Directed by Dennis Gansel and 
written by Philip Shelby, Tony Mosher, Rachel 
Long and Brian Pittman, it is the sequel to the 
2011 film The Mechanic, which was a remake 
of the 1972 film of the same name.  

Starring Jason Statham, Tommy Lee Jones, 
Jessica Alba and Michelle Yeoh, the film was 
released on August 26 and screening at Savoy 
3D in Wellawatte and Excel World of the EAP 
Group.  

After the demise of his partner-turned-ene-
my Steve McKenna, Arthur Bishop (Jason 
Statham) who narrowly escaped from Steve’s 
murder attempt on him, retires as a contract 
killer. The most dangerous hitman in the world, 
Arthur Bishop thought he had put his murder-

ous past behind him when his most formidable 
foe kidnaps the love of his life. When the deceit-
ful actions of cunning but beautiful woman 
force him to return to the life he left behind, 
Arthur Bishop’s life is in danger as he has to 
complete an impossible list of assassinations of 
the most dangerous men in the world.  

Now he is forced to travel the globe to 
complete three impossible assassinations, and 
do what he does best, make them look like 
accidents…..  

Filming began on November 4, 2014 in 
Bangkok, Thailand. Filming also took place 
in Bulgaria, George Town, Penang, Brazil and 
Sydney, Australia.  

Cast: Jason Statham, Jessica Alba, Tommy 
Lee Jones, Michelle Yeoh, Sam Hazeldine, Rha-
tha Phongam, Natalie Burn.  
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ENTERTAINMENT 

                  

An exhibition of painting, sculpture, ceram-
ic and print making of the The Five - Lalith 
Lansakkara, Upali Ananda, Rajeeve Weth-
thasinghe, Geethani Kiriella, Leisly Kumar-
asinghe will be held at the J.D.A. Perera 
Art Gallery, Horton Place, Colombo 7 from 
August 26 to 28 from 9.30 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. 

Word spread swiftly that singer 
Ramona Carr will be featured at the 
JU session on August 7 and those 
who used to enjoy her singing style 
turned up to hear her after a lapse of 
something like 15 years or more. She 
was then performing at Trans Asia 
(now Cinnamon Lakeside) with Diliup 
Gabadamudalige at the keyboards. 
And later we heard that the duo was 
performing at Antalya, Turkey. Her 
performance that day on August 7 
with Dylan Lye and his band proved 
that she has kangarooed to acquire a 
style that was forceful, stunning and 
unbelievable.  

“Dylan Lye’s band was excellent. 
Hassan Musafer, Adomis de Jesus they 
were awesome, I couldn’t have asked 
for a better trio. They were profession-
als, I have never met them before, we 
had no rehearsals and bang we blew 
the audience! I heard so many appre-
ciative comments that day and I’m 
thankful to Dylan Lye.” 

Duo 
You sound so very different now. As 

a duo in Sri Lanka both of you were on 
a different scene. Can you elaborate? 
Did you acquire formal vocal training 
while in Antalya?  

“With Diliup and with a lot of other 
musicians the backing was on tracks. 
Although Diliup played live, all the 
bass and rhythm were on tracks. That 
was a bit difficult but when I went to 
Antalya I got out of that and started 
working and singing with musicians 
live, constantly, and I found myself 
improving. I got training a long time 
ago when I was really young but liv-
ing in Antalya for more than 20 years, 
singing with experienced musicians 
and live bands, six nights a week gave 
me the best training and experience I 
needed.”  

Stall our curiosity; let us know 
how your career started and how you 
teamed up with Diliup Gabadamuda-
lige, a recognised keyboardist at that 
time?  

“I started my career when I was in 
High School in New York. I sang with 
my first band. I was then about 16 
years old. It was strange how I started 
to sing with Diliup. I came to Sri 
Lanka in 1987 and I was on holiday in 
Nuwara Eliya. The General Manager of 
the Grand Oriental Hotel came to me 
one evening and said, “Ramona, there’s 
a guy playing keyboards and you have 
to hear him, and he was Diliup Gab-
adamudalige”. So the GM introduced 
me to him and we started working at 
Trans Asia. We had a six month con-
tract which was extended to a year. The 
F&B Manager was a Swiss who sub-

sequently left Sri Lanka and went to 
Antalya, Turkey. I left for Los Angeles 
at the end of my contract. While in LA 
the former F&B Manager telephoned 
me and said “Ramona, I’m in a beauti-
ful place Antalya, and I need a singer 
for my lounge at the Hotel. So he took 
me from LA and Diliup from Sri Lanka 
and put us together in Turkey.”  

Antalya is a well patronised tourist 
attraction and both you and Diliup 
must have had interesting moments 
entertaining the cosmopolitan guests. 

Intention 
“Yes certainly. We were well received 

and they were appreciative of our 
music. Diliup was there for the first 
season. Diliup and I in 1990 we did 
the tourist season which was between 
April and October. Diliup left for Sri 
Lanka, I had every intention of going 
back to LA, which I did. But during the 
season I met my future husband from 
Germany and I returned to Turkey, we 
got married and I stayed on.  

Is it only lobby work you are involved 
in Antalya?  

“No. I do a lot of high end private 
functions – cocktail parties, functions 
for ambassadors and weddings. A 
frequent occurrence is when Russian 
families have their 21st or 31st birth-
day parties. I was to sing at the G 20 
Summit in November, which President 
Obama attended. The Summit was 
on November 14 and the shootings 

in Paris were on November 13 and 
as a mark of respect all music during 
the Summit in Antalya was cancelled 
unfortunately.  

Have all your daily performances 
been with a Trio or with bands?  

“Basically it is with a Trio. But it all 
depends on the occasion. The bands 
go up to 7 or 8 pieces. My pianist is 
Thomas Lewinsky, he is Polish-born 
and Swedish-raised and like me living 
in Antalya for 25 years. He’s absolutely 
fantastic. He plays everything – jazz, 
pop, blues, funk, rock but his prefer-
ence is jazz. We have a contrabass 
player, a drummer, jazz guitarist and if 
needed we can add saxophone, trom-
bone and trumpet. They are Turkish 
and most of them play for the Antalya 
Symphony Orchestra.”  

Ramona Carr has carved a niche 
for herself as a singer. Her diction and 
phrasing, captures imaginatively the 
emotion of the lyrics of a song. She 
handles a song be it a ballad or an up-
tempo with expertise, straight from the 
top, expressing the required embellish-
ments the song deserves. 

Holiday 
Your visit to Sri Lanka, was it just 

holiday or for a particular purpose?  
“I came to Sri Lanka for my Aunts’ 

95th birthday; it was a special occasion 
for all of us. The family had organised 
a celebration for her at the Kingsbury 
Hotel on Tuesday August 9. We came 
from all over the world – LA, Aus-
tralia, New York, Toronto and myself 
from Turkey. My Aunt Gwendoline 
Bolling – Amerasinghe as a special 
request from her I was billed to sing 
Ave Maria. The band was the Barefoot 
Band with Jerome Speldewinde and I 
was very happy to hear them and sing 
with them. They backed me with the 
right emotion the song required.  

I would love to come back – you 
never know. My dream would be to 
perform at an intimate concert – not 
for many people. Just a few hundreds. 
Have the best musicians in town. That 
would be a blessing I’m keeping fingers 
crossed for.”  

Indian Cultural Centre, 
Colombo will be organising a 

Kathak workshop by Janaki 
Patrik, eminent Kathak dan-
seuse from India on 2nd 
September from 4pm - 6pm 
at Indian Cultural Centre 
Auditorium, 16/2 Grego-
ry’s Road, Colombo 7.   

Janaki has been trained 
in Kathak, Hindustani 

vocal and tabla 

at the Kathak Kendra, New Delhi, during intensive training 
periods beginning in 1967, by Kathak Guru Padma Vib-
hushan Pandit Birju Maharaj, vocalist Vidushi Siddheswari 
Devi and percussionist Sri Purushottam Das. Also trained 
in music and dance idioms of the United States, She studied 
classical western flute for thirteen years, concluding her 
studies in 1960 to 1963 under Donald Peck, first flautist of 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.   

Awarded a Merce Cunningham Studio Scholarship in 
1971, she studied Cunningham technique, repertory and 
choreography from 1971 to 1978. She studied ballet under 
Gabriella Taub-Darvash and Maggie Black.  Janaki Patrik is 
the founder of The Kathak Ensemble & Friends in 1978, she 
has produced and performed both classical Kathak and her 
own choreography in the United States, Canada and India at 
venues including Lincoln Center, Carnegie Hall, the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, Danspace Project, the Brooklyn Museum and Asia 
Society in New York City; the Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington, DC; Premier Dance Theatre in Toronto; the 

Philadelphia Museum; and the Indian International Center 
in New Delhi.   

Kathak dance teachers and students are invited to 
participate.  

Please register at Indian Cultural Centre in per-
son or by email at iccrcolombo2@gmail.com  
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Ramona in a 
niche of her own  

Mahesh Denepitiya Concert – Musaeus College 
Auditorium – 6.30 p.m.
Sakoba Ball – Hilton, Colombo 8 p.m.
DJ Naushad – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Sam the Man – Blue Water, Wadduwa – 7 p.m. 
Donald & Mirage – Asylum Restaurant and Lounge 
Bar – 7 p.m.
Mignonne, Maxi & Suraj Trio - Dance for your 
Supper, California Grill - 7 p.m.
Norma’n Jazz – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m. 
Maxwell Fernando – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m. 
DJ Shane - Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Buddhi de Silva/G 9 – Cinnamon Grand 5 p.m.
Los Paradians – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 7 p.m. 
Heart ‘N’ Soul – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Sheridan – Kingsbar – 8 p.m. 
Duraraij – Kingsbury Poolside – 6.30 p.m.
Gravity/Effex DJs – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.

Gajaba Super Cross – Anuradhapura – 10 a.m.
Norma’n Jazz – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 11 a.m.
Los Paradians - Curry Leaf, Hilton – 7 p.m.
Barefoot Band – Barefoot – 11 a.m.
Arosha Katz/Beverly Rodrigo – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m.
Out of Time – Curve – 7 p.m.
Paul Perera – California  Grill – 7 p.m.
Sam the Man – Harbour Room – 7 p.m.
Shasika + Upul - Sky, Kingsbury – 5 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinna

DJ Shane – Library, Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7 p.m
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Sam the Man – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p.m. 
Ananda Dabare Duo – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.

Suranga Rajapakse – Curry Leaf – Hilton – 7 p.m. 
Gihan – Kingsbar – 8 p.m. 
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Trio – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Buddi de Silva – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m.
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury – 5 p.m.
Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
DJ Shane – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.

DJ Kapila – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Paul Perera – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
C & C – Kings Bar – 8 p.m.
Suranga Rajapakse - Curry Leaf, Colombo 
      Hilton 6 p.m.
Arosha Katz/Beverly Rodrigo – Cinnamon 
                                               Lakeside – 5 p.m.
DJ Effex – Magarita Blue – 8 p.m. 
Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7.p.m
Shasika & Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p

Heat – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
Heart & Soul – Mirage, Colombo 6 – 7 p.m. 
Ananda Dabare String Quartet – Cinnamon 
                                     Grand – 7 p.m. 
Kismet – Galadari Hotel -  7 p.m. 
Annesley – Kingsbar – 8 p.m. 
Paul Perera - California Grill – 7 p.m.
Shasika & Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p.m.
Funk Junction – Curve – 7 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside 
                     – 7 p.m.

Kismet – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Rebels – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
Magic Box Mix up – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
3 Play - California Grill – 7 p.m.
Train – Kingsbar – 8 p.m.
Heart & Soul – Mirage, Colombo 6 – 7 p.m. 
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5 p.m. 
Duraraij – Kingsbury Poolside – 6.30 p.m. 
Audio Squad – Rhythm & Blues – 8 p.m. 
Donald & Mirage – Asylum Restaurant 
                and Lounge Bar – 7 p.m.
Crossroads/Effex Djs – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.  
Yohan and Honorine – Blue Waters, 
                     Wadduwa – 7 p.m. 
Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Los Paradians – Curry Leaf – 
            Colombo Hilton 7 p.m.
DJ Shane – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 9 p.m.
En Route – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m. 

An outstanding, iconic per-
sonality who dedicated his 
whole life to explore the bur-
ied history, archaeology and the 
heritage of Sri Lanka, Professor 
Senarat Paranavithana’s memo-
rable service has not been recog-
nized and granted the privileged 
position he deserved in the aca-
demic sphere as well as among 
the general population at large. 
Sirisaman Wijetunga, a prolific 
author specialising in history 
and archaeology, an ex-assistant 
director of archaeology and a 
former media consultant to the 
Central Cultural Fund, stressing 
the above fact has published a 
felicitation volume -  “Thunkal 
Dutu Paranavithana” to high-
light the invaluable service Prof 
Paranavithana had rendered to 
the Sri Lankan heritage.

The title of his book itself 
reveals the visionary in Para-
navithana, who was able to fore-
see the much needed under-
standing of the rich past, the 
present and also the future of Sri 
Lankan heritage which has to 
be recognized, appreciated and 
also protected for the benefit of 
our future generations. Wijetun-
ga, who regards his association 
with Professor Paranavithana as 
a special episode in his life and 
his vocation, proclaims that the 
name and the yeoman service 
the unassuming, dedicated Pro-
fessor had rendered should be 
conveyed to the general public 
so that he could be elevated to 
the position of a national hero.

Hence, Wijetunga’s efforts 
to combine the service Para-
navithana had done to pave 
the way to our glorious past 
and his human qualities should 
be appreciated. Wijetunga has 
clearly stated that his efforts was 
not to bring out a research vol-
ume but to encourage research-
ers and other academics to con-
tinue the dedicated work the 
Professor had performed and 
also to give the general readers 
an idea of what this great son of 
Lanka had done by digging into 
the buried glory of our country.

Wijetunga in this treatise, 
describes in detail, how the 
young man from a remote vil-
lage in the South was moulded 
into the pre-eminent archaeolo-
gist who made archaeology both 
his vocation as well as his lei-
sure time activity. Young Para-
navithana entered the archaeol-
ogy sphere as an epigraphical 
assistant under A.M. Hocart, 
the then Commissioner of 
Archaeology, who opened new 
vistas to the talented and enthu-
siastic recruit by sending him to 
India for an intensive training in 
epigraphy. This far-seeing act of 
Hocart can be considered as the 
most important step in creating 
one of the greatest epigraphists, 
archaeologists, and historians 
as well as an illustrious aca-
demic of Sri Lanka, Wijetunga 
explains.

After finishing the training, 
Hocart had wanted Paranavitha-
na to come back to Sri Lanka 
but as India’s Commissioner of 
Archaeology, the famous John 
Marshal had assigned him to the 

excavation work of Mohenjoda-
ro Harappa site, Paranavithana 
was not able to return. The 
experience he gained there was 
a blessing in disguise that helped 
him to become the pre-eminent 
archaeologist this country has 
ever produced.

When Professor Paranavitha-
na joined the Archaeology 
Department, all the archeologi-
cal research were done by emi-
nent British archaeologists such 
as H.C.P. Bell, H.M. Hocart etc, 
who were responsible for cre-
ating an awareness regarding 
the importance of inscriptions 
and excavations that revealed 
and proved the details that were 
already known through the 
written history of Sri Lanka. 
With the appointment of Para-
navithana as the first Sri Lankan 
Commissioner of Archaeology 
and later as the first Professor of 
Archaeology at the Peradeniya 
University a change was visible 
in the attitude of  the public and 
their enthusiasm concerning the 
subjects of archaeology, history 
and especially our heritage.

According to Wijetunga, 
Paranavithana’s proficiency in 
Sinhala, Pali, Sanskrit and espe-
cially Tamil helped him to add 

the much-needed plausibility 
to the already known histori-
cal and archaeological facts and 
discoveries highlighted during 
the colonial times. Hence, he 
was able to give different inter-
pretations and new meanings to 
the existing points of view and 
concepts.

Although Paranavitana was 
involved in making changes 
to the administrative set up in 
the Department of Archaeol-
ogy, his interest and enthusi-
asm in finding new inscriptions, 
monuments as well as excava-
tion activities continued with 
new zeal. Wijetunga’s presenta-
tion of a list of the important 
inscriptions and excavations 
Paranavithana had discovered is 
a boon to future archaeologists 
and historians.  

In addition, Wijetunga’s 
descriptions of the excavation 
sites and the important facts 
gained from them too should be 
commended. The idea that was 
established by that renowned 
archaeologist H.C.P. Bell regard-
ing the site where King Elara 
was cremated is a case in point. 
Paranavithana rejecting Bell’s 
notion, proved that it was the 

place where King Dutugemunu 
was cremated, using several 
inscriptions he had found.

A special mention has been 
made with regard to Para-
navithana’s knowledge in ancient 
architectural science our ances-
tors possessed and Wijetunga 
says that his findings and details 
about the stupas, wahalkadas, 
pesavalalu and chattra etc will 
pave the way for future genera-
tions to do more research linked 
to the architectural patterns of 
ancient Sri Lanka.

Wijetunga has presented 
an exhaustive study on Para-
navithana’s dedicated service 
as an archaeologist par excel-
lence by introducing some of 
his monumental and significant 
discoveries he had made and 
interpreted. Reading and the 
interpretation of Sigiri graffiti 
was one of his memorable tow-
ering tasks that created a great 
impact among the academics. 
His deep knowledge in Tamil 
was extremely helpful in reading 
some of the Tamil inscriptions 
that debunked the prevailing 
concept of the Tamil homeland. 
In addition, Wijetunga also fea-
tures brief descriptions about 
Paranavithana’s excavation work 
at the Mihintale dagoba, the 
tomb of King Kashyapa, Giritale 
Wehera and many more impor-
tant sites, during his lifetime.

As the commissioner of 
Archaeology, Paranavithana had 
to face the economic hardships 
that affected the whole world 
as well as the malaria epidemic 
and in fact as he had to travel to 
many remote places for excava-
tion work made him a victim of 
the malaria epidemic.

The inclusion of the bibliogra-
phy of the published writings of 
Dr.Senarat Paranavithana com-
piled by H.A.I.Goonnetileke, 
Librarian, Peradeniya Univer-
sity at the end of Wijetunga’s 
valuable treatise is an important 
entry that shows the depth of 
the service the Professor had 
done and proof that he should 
be recognised as one of the 
greatest sons of Sri Lanka.

Wijetunga at the end of the 
book laments that the death 
of Professor Paranavithana 
occurred when his services were 
much needed and also stresses 
that the vacuum he had cre-
ated in the annals of Sri Lankan 
history cannot be easily filled 
by any other individual in this 
specified field.

Sirisaman Wijetunga’s efforts 
to highlight the invaluable ser-
vice of Professor Senarat Para-
navithana and his attempt to 
mount him on a pedestal he 
deserved should be well appre-
ciated. His book on Professor 
Paranavithana is a must read 
for all who are interested in the 
heritage of our country.

- Rohana Aryaratne

The Chinese in their proverbial wisdom say 
this about shop keeping –‘He who cannot smile 
should not open a shop’. Hankithi Dahathuna 
(titled in English as The Thirteen Tickles) 
is the latest creation for the Sinhala theatre 
by renowned filmmaker Jayantha Chandrasiri. 
The play opens with veteran actor of the stage 
and screen Sriyantha Mendis who loiters in the 
dead of the night in a train station telling the 
audience how a smile can be a deceptive adorn-
ment. A smile can be deadly, in certain ways. 
And ‘wearing a smile’ is likely a vital necessity 
for those engaged in what is called ‘the oldest 
profession in the world’. 

‘Hankithi Dahathuna’ is the eponymous 
upscale bordello run by its sensuous and viva-
cious yet assertive and redoubtable proprietor 
Daisy Bhawani Sandharajini aka ‘Daisy madam’ 
played pervasively by popular screen actress 
Kusum Renu. It is an establishment said to be 
patronised by men holding positions in all arms 
and agencies of the State. Yet it is an establish-
ment that cannot officially exist as per Sri Lan-
kan laws. And it is this premises the principal 
male character played by Sriyantha Mendis 
who is revealed to be a member of the judici-
ary suffers cardiac arrest and is presumed dead 
by Daisy and her girls, setting the stage for the 
dramatically driven story. 

Premise of the story
As I watched Hankithi Dahathuna seated 

under the gentle darkness of the Tower Hall on 
the 13th of August, I was immediately struck 
by two matters that seem undeniable about this 
play. Firstly it is highly entertaining and will 
surely be a crowd pleaser. Secondly it sparks 
with fire for controversy. Let’s not forget once 
upon a time a film named A Letter of Fire came 
under fire from no less than the Supreme Court 
of Sri Lanka for its implications over the moral 
fibre of the judiciary as suggested through cer-
tain principal characters in that film. 

In Hankithi Dahathuna a longstanding regu-
lar customer of Hankithi Dahathuna who hap-
pens to be a judge, suffers cardiac arrest. Upon 
being presumed dead an emotional moment 
of paying last respects follow and he is left on 
a bench at the train station opposite the estab-
lishment. After a hooligan politician refuses to 
pay cash (insisting his credit card be accepted 
instead) a heated altercation erupts resulting in 
the girls pummelling in retaliation the politico 
who assaulted Daisy. The aftermath is that Dai-
sy’s house of ill fame looses the political refuge it 
was provided from the ‘arm of the law’ and she 
and her girls are put on trial, in which court the 
sitting judge happens to be there regular client 
who had not in fact died from the cardiac epi-
sode but regained consciousness on the bench 
he was abandoned.    

Hankithi Dahathuna is a highly engaging, 
entertaining work of theatre but owing to the 
themes and subject matter as well as the occa-
sional coarse expletives ‘peppering’ dialogue, it 
is not a stage play suitable for children. There 
were, however, two children seated to my left 
that evening; a boy and a girl, and neither 
looked a day over twelve years old. How they 
‘digested’ the story and what exactly the girl 
who seemed the elder sister offered as explana-
tions to the boy who seemed to query about 
certain characters who came on stage, I have no 
idea. This play in my opinion must be classified 
as for ‘mature audiences’.  

Among the host of themes and subthemes 
this play discusses the plight of prostitutes with 
how today’s society is enmeshed in dichotomies 
related to sexual needs, and conventions of 
morality while also touching on the undercur-
rent of how domestic discord is also a pressing 
issue that finds little or no resolution within the 
confines of the household. Daisy discourses at 
different points in the play, deep introspective 
insights about what makes their line of work 
valued by their loyal clientele. It is not just 

carnal pleasure. She states it is something that 
runs to a deeper vein of emotional needs as 
well. Theirs is a profession that involves giving 
love and care to those who seek pleasure and 
comfort, she says. But, she asks indignantly 
if the men who visit them see the soul within 
the prostitute, although they clearly see every 
inch of their body’s nakedness. There is, one 
can note at certain points, a striking dose of 
feminism within the larger humanist arguments 
contained in the text. 

Daisy’s ‘laws of love’ and her ‘code’ of profes-
sionalism taught her girls to studiously memo-
rise, speak of a philosophy of how to engage in 
their profession leaving aside personal bias. At 
times the work they do, may mean that when 
engaging with certain ‘bodies’ they must forget 
their own body exists and in a way become 
disembodied themselves, during the duration 
of the job. 

Impotencies and competencies
At the very outset Daisy feels she is not given 

a fair hearing and demands to be heard ‘in cam-
era’ or will mention names of her clients in open 
court. Interestingly enough, the turn of events 
in the courthouse show how through the threat 
of exposure of the ‘true character’ of the exalted 
personage designated to deliver justice (and also 
the other people of ‘high status’ as the politician 
and the attorney who is a former police inspec-
tor assigned to the precinct where Hankithi 
Dahathuna operated) Daisy gains empower-
ment within the court that exceeds the power 
she had in the face of ‘people in power’ in her 
own establishment. Both court procedure and 
decorum are completely overhauled. The court 
is besieged by Daisy, until justice is done by her. 

The criticism levelled at the judge comes to the 
point of questioning his competence and moral 
soundness to declare sinners and wrongdoers. 

Daisy claims that she can expose the ‘impo-
tencies’ of all three men in the courthouse –a 
judge, an attorney (who was a police officer), 
and an elected official. This could symbolically 
seem a denouncement of the competency of 
the State which operates through several arms 
of authority. Some of the criticisms this play 
brings out is about how modern video technol-
ogy can hold people to ransom and how people 
fear exposure of their private lives. This cyber 
age of mediatisation has shown how video 
film technology together with social media has 
made communication technology serve good 
and wrong ends. 

Hankithi Dahathuna is a hard hitting socio-
political critique with thunderous reverbera-
tion.  It is a criticism of the hypocrisy that runs 
through both the people and the institutions 
that govern us through our ‘mandated repre-
sentatives’. Through the words of the politician 
the plays reveals the ‘power of the people’ as 
a usurped force that is made a weapon by the 
elected for their nefarious ends. 

Art’s purpose 
Makeup, costumes and stagecraft must be 

commended. Some minor dialogue fumbling 
which were not too noticeable was detected, 
when Mendis said “Oberoi show” and nim-
bly recovered to say “Oberoi eke thibuna 
fashion show eka” (The fashion show at the 
Oberoi). 

That was where and when Daisy first met the 
judge. However it must be stated that overall 
acting was very well done from all the players 

and deserve applause for a laudable perfor-
mance. 

Art posits itself in several ways to reveal its 
purpose. It is meant to entertain, teach, spur 
critical thinking and express ideas as conceived 
in the artist and intended to be communicated. 
Theatre is a form of art that proves to be rather 
intense in its social engagement as a medium of 
live performance. 

When gauging Hankithi Dahathuna in the 
present context of politics in Sri Lanka one 
can see the artist’s need to critique society and 
the criminal justice system. When grasping 
Hankithi Dahathuna in the context of inter-
national political developments related to Sri 
Lanka one cannot help but notice how in the 
light of western superpowers’ intrusive doubt 
casting over our judiciary’s dependability for 
impartiality when delivering justice on matters 
of post-war reconciliation, this work may kin-
dle disillusionment about institutions that are 
tasked with delivering justice. 

It is no secret that internationally there is cen-
sorious discourse being crafted on whether the 
Sri Lankan judiciary can deliver unquestionable 
justice. What may have been going on in the 
mind of the Minister for Justice. Wijeyadasa 
Rajapakshe PC who was seated front row that 
evening watching Hankithi Dahathuna, one can 
only guess. 

All fortes that direct the ideological currents 
that characterise a democratic State deal with 
conflicting social values. These conflicts can 
be between conservatism and liberalism. But 
perhaps at times fortes of state power are posed 
not with the broad question of whether con-
servatism or liberalism, but whether resolve for 
order or flirtation with anarchy?    

MECHANIC: 
Killer in town  

Fiery tickles and 
heated engagement 
A review of the play Hankithi Dahathuna

New Film  

by Dilshan Boange 

by Mahes  Perera

Kathak workshop by Indian danseuse  Nethuwa Beri Minihek
Rajitha Dissanayake’s latest play 
Nethuwa Beri Minihek (A Man Much 
Needed) will premiere at the Lionel 
Wendt theatre on September 2 and 3 
at 7.00 pm.  
Nethuwa Beri Minihek revolves 
around the family of Jayantha, a 
Sinhala nationalist businessman who 
supported the war and benefi tted 
fi nancially from close ties with the 
previous regime. With the relatively 
improved democratic atmosphere in 
the country, Jayantha is initially wor-
ried about the possible legal conse-
quences of his past dealings, but is 
quick to make fresh connections and 
form new alliances with the centres 
of power of the new regime.  
Rajitha Dissanayake ranks among 
the top original playwrights to 
emerge in the past two decades and 
has produced popular and award-
winning plays such as, ‘Weeraya 
Merila’, ‘Sihina Horu Aran’, ‘Apahu 
Herenna Bae’, ‘Bakamoona Veedi 
Basi’ and ‘Adara Wasthuwa’. His 

scripts focus on burning socio-polit-
ical issues and have drawn crowds, 
sparked debate, won awards and 
toured internationally.  
The cast of Nethuwa Beri Minihek 
comprises Dharmapriya Dias, Shyam 
Fernando, Nadeeshani Peliarach-
chi, Bimsara Premaratne, Pasan 
Ranaweera, Anuradha Mallawarach-
chi, Nalin Lusena, Charindra Chan-
drasena and Kasun Chathuranga.  
The music design is by Kapila 
Poogalarachchi and make-up by 
Priyantha Dissanayake. The light-
ing is by Ranga Samarakoon and 
costume design 
by Nalin Lusena 
and Samadara 
Mabulage. Vijith 
Nuwan and 
Nalin Lusena 
will be the stage 
managers.  
Tickets are 
available at the 
Lionel Wendt.  

An exhibition of 
The Five  

Ramona Carr singing with the Barefoot Band From left Revel Crake, Chris Prins, Ray Gomes, 
Dilukshi Sirmane(behind Ray) and Jerome Speldewinde

Ramona

Ramona singing with pianist Tommi at 
a Golf resort in Antalya

Popular singer 
Karunaratna Divulgane’s 
“Nil Diyawara” solo musi-
cal show will be held at 
the Bishop’s College Audi-
torium at 6.30 p.m. on Sat-
urday (September 3) in aid 
of the expansion project of 

the Cancer Care Association of Sri Lanka’s 
Cancer Care Hospice in Anuradhapura. 
The show will feature the perennial hits of 
Divulgane as well several new creations. 
Divulgane is now back on the musical stage 
after a long absence from the live music 
scene due to  political commitments.

Nil Diyawara at 
Bishop’s College

A pioneering archaeologist, 
historian and epigraphist

nalaka
New Stamp


